Selections from the Children’s Book Collection:

Biographies


This biography follows Harriet Tubman from her days as a young slave who was whipped for eating an apple, through her work on the Underground Railroad, and finally to Tubman at home in her very own apple orchard which became a symbol of freedom for her and others. Advanced readers. j SB363 .T852 2006.

**Audubon: Painter of Birds in the Wild Frontier.** Armstrong, Jennifer.


A brief but wonderfully illustrated telling of the story of this nineteenth-century painter and naturalist who is most famous for his detailed paintings of birds. Early readers. (j folio) QL31.A9 Ar57 2003


**Gregor Mendel: The Friar Who Grew Peas.** Bardoe, Cheryl.


Presents the life of the geneticist, discussing the poverty of his childhood, his struggle to get an education, his life as a monk, his discovery of the laws of genetics, and the rediscovery of his work thirty-five years after its publication. Early readers. j SB123.4 .B37 2006


A biography of Cesar Chavez, from age ten with emphasis on his Arizona ranch, to age thirty-eight when he led a peaceful protest against California migrant workers’ miserable working conditions. Early readers. j SB186 .K939 2003.


Presents an overview of the life of the naturalist who founded the Sierra Club and was influential in establishing the national park system. Early readers. j QH31.M9 L796 2003
When the great cities of North America were being developed, there was little thought to creating “green spaces.” A lover of nature since childhood, Olmsted transformed a swampy wasteland into New York City’s Central Park and went on to design many of the most important public places in North America. Advanced readers. SB470 .O5 W757 1999

A biography of Lady Bird Johnson who, as the wife of President Lyndon Johnson, reminded citizens about the importance of conserving natural resources and promoted the beautification of cities and highways by planting wildflowers. Early readers. j SB439 .Ap48 2005.

The inspiring story of how Wangari Maathai mobilized the women of Kenya to reforest their land. Early readers. j SD409 .N649 2008
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For more educational resources from the Parent/Teacher Resource Collection, visit our Library, see sfbg.org/library or call (415) 661-1316 x403